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MESSAGE

NAVPHIL 129/17 – LUZON, SW. COAST, LUZON SEA – CABLE REPAIR

TYCO ELECTRONICS SUBSEA COMMUNICATION LLC., UTILIZING VESSEL “CS RESOLUTE”, WILL REPLACE CABLE REPEATER FOR THE C2C SEG.1 APPROXIMATELY 14.5 NAUTICAL MILES FROM NASUGBU, BATANGAS. THE ACTIVITY WILL BE CONDUCTED FROM 10 DECEMBER 2017 TO 09 JANUARY 2018 IN THE AREA BOUNDED BY THE FOLLOWING COORDINATES:

A 14° 00.9293' N., 120° 20.3653' E.
B 14° 00.7119' N., 120° 26.0574' E.
C 13° 58.5025' N., 120° 25.9507' E.
D 13° 58.7286' N., 120° 20.3846' E.

ALL SHIPS/WATERCRAFTS TRANSITING IN THE VICINITY ARE ADVISED TO OBSERVE SAFE DISTANCE FROM THE VESSEL AND TAKE NECESSARY PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES AT ALL TIMES.

Commodore JACINTO M CABLAYAN
Director, Hydrography Branch

Please advise by phone/fax if any part of this message is not received